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Abstract. The 19th century witnessed a resurgence of interest in Earth’s magnetic field. Both observational
and theoretical aspects were involved, and one of the emblematic figures of this period was Alexander von
Humboldt. Throughout a long life he maintained a strong interest in a broad area of subjects, however, here
we are interested in his role in geomagnetism, and particularly in his pioneering contributions to charting the
geomagnetic field. Alexander von Humboldt efforts in measuring and charting the Earth’s magnetic field are
recounted and the maps of declination, inclination and total intensity he had prepared are compared, favorably,
with maps for the same epoch based on a modern model of the geomagnetic field,gufm1. This modern
assessment of the accuracy of von Humboldt’s geomagnetic charts illustrates the importance of his work,
being also our homage to the 150th anniversary of the death of Alexander von Humboldt.

1 Introduction

The year 2009 marked the 150th anniversary of the death of
Alexander von Humboldt, the German natural philosopher
and explorer. Von Humboldt was a polymath who made orig-
inal contributions to geography, geology, oceanography, me-
teorology, and geomagnetism (Rupke, 2008; Busse, 2007).
Here, we have chosen to detail von Humboldt’s work with
respect to charting the Earth’s magnetic field and to assess
the validity of his early maps. His remarkable contributions
on some related topics, e.g., magnetic storms or magnetic
observatories, are covered elsewhere by others.

Von Humboldt’s interest in the Earth’s magnetism might
have started in 1796 being “Oberbergmeister” (master miner)
for the region Ansbach-Bayreuth (Germany) in the years
1793 through 1797 (Malin and Barraclough, 1991). At that
time he visited the Fichtel Mountains and attempted to de-
termine, using a compass, the alignment of a block of ser-
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pentine. The unexpected behavior of the compass, which
was caused apparently by the fact that the serpentine block
was magnetized in a direction reversed to that of the Earth’s
magnetic field, was – maybe – the fact which transformed
geomagnetism in a true passion for von Humboldt.

Starting in 1798, von Humboldt made magnetic measure-
ments not only in Europe but also e.g. during his long journey
through Latin America and Russia. During these voyages he
carried out measurements of declination, inclination and rel-
ative field intensity. For the last two elements he used an
instrument designed by Borda (Alexandrescu et al., 1996).
His tenacity in measuring the magnetic field continued dur-
ing his journey with Gay-Lussac in France, Germany and
Italy in 1805. Another expedition, took him across the Euro-
pean part of Russia. During these journeys a particular atten-
tion has been paid to magnetic measurements. First geomag-
netic publications by von Humboldt are a memoir written
with Biot in 1804“ Über die Variation des Magnetismus der
Erde in den verschiedensten Breiten”– “On the variation of
Earth’s magnetism at different latitudes” and“Beobachtun-
gen über den Einfluß des Nordlichtes auf die Magnetnadel,
angestellt in Berlin am 20. Dez. 1806”– “Observations about
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the influence of the polar light on the magnetic needle, car-
ried out in Berlin on 20 December 1806”. Already in the
years 1806 and 1807, von Humboldt made measurements of
the magnetic field in Berlin in a wooden cabin provided by
the brandy distiller George in his garden. With the help of the
astronomer Oltmanns, von Humboldt obtained about 6000
measurements in this period (Botting, 1973). At that time
von Humboldt also studied the magnetic storm phenomenon
(Lakhina et al., 2007).

In order to make this contribution self-contained, we start
with some definitions and information about measuring the
geomagnetic field. Aspects linked to field charting and mod-
eling are considered, in order to underline the huge contribu-
tion made by von Humboldt in understanding the magnetic
field measured at the Earth’s surface. We present the maps
produced by von Humboldt, and compare them with what we
are able to obtain today, using more complicated techniques,
and powerful computers.

2 Geomagnetic field

2.1 Definition and observation of geomagnetic field
components

At any particular place and time the Earth’s magnetic field
can be represented as a vectorB in three-dimensional space.
Geomagnetic field componentsX, Y, andZ are the vector
projections on the northward, eastward and downward axes
respectively and the total geomagnetic intensityF is the vec-
tor length. Besides, the geomagnetic field at a point can be
described using other elements: horizontal componentH,
magnetic declinationD and magnetic inclinationI . Hori-
zontal component, which is sometimes called the magnetic
meridian, is the vector projection on the theoretical horizon-
tal (tangent) surface. Magnetic declination is the angle in
a horizontal plane between geographic north (X) and mag-
netic north (H). A compass needle aligns itself withH and
navigators therefore apply a variable correction to their com-
pass courses to regain true courses; the needle was said to be
north-westing (negative deviation) or north-easting (positive
deviation) a certain number of degrees from true north. Fi-
nally, magnetic inclination is the angle in a vertical (perpen-
dicular to a tangent) plane betweenH andF, it is sometimes
called dip (see Fig. 1). It was measured with an inclinometer
(dip meter), which consisted of a magnetized needle able to
rotate in the vertical plane (Courtillot and Le Mouël, 2007).
Declination and inclination were the first measurements to
be made (since 16th century), which allow to obtain only di-
rectional data at a point. Intensity was first measured in a
relative sense (since 1790s) by comparing the “swing time”
of a needle at the desired location with that obtained at a
reference site; only in 1830s Gauss developed a method for
determining absolute intensity. Nowadays, directional data
have been almost completely replaced by three-component

Figure 1. Representation of the three-dimensional geomagnetic
vectorB.

data, recorded at magnetic observatories, on surveys, and by
satellites (Jonkers et al., 2003; Mandea and Purucker, 2005).

2.2 Geomagnetic data available in the beginning
of the 19th century

The most comprehensive database comprising historical ge-
omagnetic observations currently is the one compiled by
Jonkers et al. (2003). Recently, more data have been made
available from some other old sources (Mandea and Ko-
rte, 2007; Korte et al., 2009). The Jonkers et al. (2003)
database spans the time period from 1510 to 1930 and con-
tains 151 560 declination, 19 525 inclination, and 16 219 in-
tensity measurements. Among them, some of the data are
authored by von Humboldt, namely 50 inclination and 15 in-
tensity measurements in 1799–1829. As for the data related
to the 1790–1831 time-span the observations available in the
database include: 27 852 declinations, 1647 inclinations and
1655 relative intensities. This 42-year period refers to the
time of measurements made mainly by von Humboldt and
discussed in the present paper. As for the period from 1836
to 1866, during which the Berlin observatory operated, in
the Jonkers et al. (2003) database these values are available:
28 959 for declination, 4766 for inclination and 2639 for in-
tensity.

2.3 Charts and models

Historically, in navigating long distances, the compass was
an important instrument for indicating direction. From these
measurements the first declination maps were produced. Ed-
mund Halley, on a small sailing ship, Paramore, carried out
a magnetic survey of the Atlantic Ocean and its bordering
lands (Clark, 2000). From Halley’s survey measurements
the first magnetic map of the Atlantic was compiled. This
earliest surveying magnetic contour chart was published by
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Halley in 1700, being the first published chart to include iso-
lines of declinations (called for a while “Halleyan lines”, un-
til Hanssen used the term “isogon” for a contour line of equal
declination). This map became widely used as it allowed
navigators to estimate declination variation when they could
not get sight of an astronomical body. A number of early
declination charts were also given in Hansteen’s Atlas and in
Hellmann (1895) reprints.

William Whiston produced the first known charts showing
the direction of magnetic inclination for south-eastern Eng-
land, in 1719 and 1720. The contours are straight lines and
are thus a very smooth representation of the distribution of
inclination (Howarth, 2003). In 1768 Wilcke published the
first approximately global inclination map, based on obser-
vations made during sea voyages.

The first chart of magnetic field intensity, covering the
Northern part of the South America, was produced by
Alexander von Humboldt (Humboldt and Biot, 1804). On
this map the geographic and magnetic equators are indicated,
and five “isodynamic zones” are defined by the average num-
ber of oscillations per minute of the magnetized needle used
during von Humboldt’s expeditions (Malin and Barraclough,
1991). To quote Hellmann (1909), the first “true” magnetic
field intensity map was produced by Hansteen (1824) for a
region of the Northern part of Europe. The intensity values
shown on this chart are in relative units (“Humboldt units”’),
as it was produced before Gauss’ demonstration on how to
measure the magnetic field in absolute units (Mandea, 2007).

Present-day maps are produced from different geomag-
netic field models for the main field and its secular varia-
tion. Maps produced from different models are used widely
in civilian navigation systems. The whole mathematical
scheme of field encoding can be briefly represented in the
following way:

1. Observations of different geomagnetic field components
(D, I , F, X, Y, Z, H)

2. Modeling geomagnetic potential
(e.g., Press et al., 1992)

3. Calculation of vector field components in a particular
point and at a given time.

It is still possible to model the geomagnetic potential even if
only directional observations are available. Indeed, knowl-
edge of directions of a potential field on a given smooth sur-
face, which separates the space into a volume containing the
sources and a volume free of sources, can give enough in-
formation for the whole field to be recovered within the free
volume. In case of the geomagnetic field with only two poles
(south and north magnetic poles) it can be recovered uniquely
from directional data gathered at the Earth’s surface except
for a constant multiplier (Hulot et al., 1997).

The geomagnetic vector fieldB can be derived from a
magnetic scalar potentialV such asB=−gradV. In turn,V=

Vint+Vext consists of a partVint describing internal sources,
and a partVext describing external sources (including their
Earth-induced counterparts). Both are expanded in terms of
spherical harmonics. For the internal part this yields

Vint =a
Nint∑
n=1

l∑
m=0

(
gm

n cosmφ+hm
n sin mφ

)(a
r

)n+1
Pm

n (cosθ) (1)

wherea= 6371.2 km is the reference surface radius, (r,θ,ϕ)
are radial distance from the Earth’s center and geographic
coordinates,Pm

n are the associated Schmidt semi-normalized
Legendre functions,

{
gm

n ,h
m
n
}

are the Gauss coefficients de-
scribing internal sources, andNint is the maximum degree
and order of the internal expansion. Thegufm1model (Jack-
son et al., 2000) is such a model based on historical data and
covering the time span from 1590 to 1990 with an expansion
up toNint =14.

2.4 Geomagnetic field variations

Geomagnetic model calculation involves huge data volume
processing with inevitable agreements on parameters con-
trolling data interpolation and filtering. Since the beginning
of the era of space observations, the number and quality of
data has improved significantly. Still, modeling the field of
previous epochs is under constant adjustment as methods of
historical magnetic field recovery are invented and improved.
Visible variations of magnetic field character over time can-
not be interpreted without taking the effects of all parameter
agreements on precision used during modeling into account
(Gillet et al., 2010). However, qualitative analysis of geo-
magnetic field changes can be convincingly interpreted us-
ing modeled data. The best way to appreciate these changes
is to study contour maps of different field components and
compare how they have evolved.

The observed geomagnetic fieldB(r,θ,ϕ,t) varies at all
scales of time and space. Magnetic field mapping needs
global data covering periods from months to tens of years
and the temporal variation associated with this scale is called
secular variation. Description of secular variation field for
each particular pointr,θ,ϕ is extremely complicated and does
not reveal any simple regularity. In this sense it is much
more convenient to describe the field in terms of its spec-
trum, i.e. coefficients of series of field expansion by some
basis (Eq. 1). Fields of function gradients are usually used as
basis fields and called spherical harmonics. They are indexed
by a pair{n,m}, wheren is degree andm is order, related to
the spatial wavelength in latitude and longitude. Three coef-
ficients of the lowest degree 1 are called dipole coefficients.
They change more slowly in time than the other coefficients.

2.4.1 Drift

Several typical patterns are recognized in a change of non-
dipole coefficients and one of them is called westward drift

www.hist-geo-space-sci.net/1/63/2010/ Hist. Geo Space Sci., 1, 63–76, 2010
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Observed westward drift of isogons comparing maps for 1600(a) and 2000(b). Agonic lines are given in bold.

(Dumberry and Finlay, 2007; Hulot et al., 2010). This phe-
nomenon has been recognized since the time of Halley. Tem-
poral variation of a map of non-dipole component contribu-
tion resembles (but is not limited to) a rotation in the direc-
tion east-west around the dipole axis over historical times.
The rotation speed is estimated at 0.18◦ per year. One should
note that rotation around dipole axis is revealed in different
dimensions of spectral expansion in different ways and the

value of 0.18◦ indicated above is just an average. Difference
in drift behavior can be an evidence of non-laminarity of flow
in the liquid core: indeed, vortices of different scales pro-
ducing magnetic field move differently (Jackson and Finlay,
2007). The westward motion of the field is most easily seen
by following the motion of the agonic lines on declination
maps. It can be seen that during the 17th century one ago-
nic line goes over the African continent, through the Cape of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Observed magnetic field fading comparing maps of total intensity isodynams for 1600(a) and 2000(b).

Good Hope; some 400 years later, the same agonic line has
moved westward, running over South America (see Fig. 2).

The maxima and minima of total intensity anomalies cen-
tered on low latitudes can also be tracked westward over the
last centuries, for example, the anomaly that was present over
Africa during the 17th century lies on the western edge of
South America for recent times (see Fig. 3). Contour maps
of the vertical component of the magnetic field are dominated
by the dipole component of the field, which is unchanged by

westward drift due to its axis-symmetric nature; however, the
westward motion of non-dipole component of the field can
still be discerned in the presented maps especially by follow-
ing long-lived distortions in the magnetic equator. A south-
west-to-north-east trending element of the magnetic equator
can be followed from its initial location at the Indian ocean
in 1650, through Africa in 1750 and the Atlantic in 1850, to
the eastern edge of southern America in 1950 (see Fig. 4).

www.hist-geo-space-sci.net/1/63/2010/ Hist. Geo Space Sci., 1, 63–76, 2010
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Observed westward drift of a south-west to north-east trending element of the magnetic equator comparing maps for 1650(a),
1750(b), 1850(c) and 1950(d).

The westward drift of geomagnetic field is observed as
high-amplitude features moving across the Atlantic hemi-
sphere. In contrast, and very interestingly, the field evo-
lution in the Pacific hemisphere is characterized by lower-
amplitude features and a lack of systematic secular variation
(Hulot et al., 2010). Interesting to underline is that the largest
contribution to present-day secular variation comes from the
decay of the dipole component of the field. It has decayed
rapidly at an average rate of 5% per century since the first
direct measurements of intensity at Gauss’ time.

2.4.2 Magnetic pole movements

Magnetic poles are defined by points where the Earth’s mag-
netic field is perpendicular to the geoid surface and they are
not standing still (Fig. 2). Although precise definition of
pole location is possible only with a certain abstraction from
spatial-temporal scales (e.g., it should be defined what is con-
sidered to be geoid surface and in which time scale the field

is averaged), a general shift of poles is quite evident: for
instance during the last 100 years the north pole has obvi-
ously shifted by almost 1100 km (Korte and Mandea, 2008).
This shift occurs rather unevenly in time, e.g. in 2005–2007
a significant increase (up to 350%) of speed relative to the
average one according to long-term observations was noted.
Direction of the pole shift is not invariable; based on paleo-
magnetic data studies it can be stated that the magnetic poles
most of the time move chaotically around the geographical
poles, occasionally deviating from it significantly. Large de-
viations, the so-called excursions, represent short time peri-
ods in the full geomagnetic field history. However, complete
polarity change took place many times: with varying degrees
of reliability one can speak of at least 400 polarity changes
during the last 350 million years, the very last reversal being
some 780 000 years ago. The duration of periods of mag-
netic field being in a certain polarity varies greatly as well,
although had an average of around 250 000 years during the
last 5–10 Ma.

Hist. Geo Space Sci., 1, 63–76, 2010 www.hist-geo-space-sci.net/1/63/2010/
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Figure 5. World map of magnetic declination measured from 1827 to 1831 published in Gotha in 1841 (Berghaus, 1837–1848) (David
Rumsey Map Collection,www.davidrumsey.com, USA; Images copyright© 2000 by Cartography Associates).

2.4.3 Magnetic field fading

Comparing maps of geomagnetic field intensity for a long
time interval a certain intensity decrease can be noted
(Fig. 3). This started a discussion about a forthcoming next
inversion (polarity change), although field models in the
scale of millennia show several periods of intensity decrease.
Definite arguments that the present intensity decrease leads
directly to dipole inversion and will not change to increase
in the near future do not exist so far (Constable and Korte,
2006; De Santis et al., 2004).

3 von Humboldt and magnetic field variations

3.1 Maps published by von Humboldt

During his expeditions in the Americas and Europe, von
Humboldt recorded and reported on magnetic measurements:
declination, inclination and field intensity. When, during the
first decades of 19th century, more efforts to measured the
three magnetic field components have gathered a large num-
ber of observations, they have been all mapped on a global
scale, and for nearly the same epoch (different from one com-

ponent to another, but all previous to 1839). Alexander von
Humboldt asked Berghaus to compile the illustrations for all
observations of nature and natural phenomena in anAtlasac-
companying theKosmos(Berghaus, 1837–1848). It became
possible to obtain magnetic global charts by interpolating the
available measurements, and in such a manner to character-
ize the magnetic vector in any point at the Earth’s surface.
This was set out by Gauss (1839), by representing the mag-
netic field as deriving from a gradient of a potential func-
tion. Here, Figs. 5–7 show maps reproduced from Berghaus
(1837–1848), describing both directions and the relative in-
tensity of the field, i.e. all that was known about the full mag-
netic field vector at that time.

The previous section described how complicated the mag-
netic core field and its variations are to be described. In
contrast to Gauss, von Humboldt was not an analyst in the
mathematical sense. However he had the ability to organize
large amount of data, to chart the spatial geomagnetic field
variations, and to provide useful conclusions about the field
changes. For example, his observations and the total inten-
sity map (Fig. 7) allowed him to discover the increase of the
total field intensity with latitude. Only because of a large
amount of data this statement was generally accepted.

www.hist-geo-space-sci.net/1/63/2010/ Hist. Geo Space Sci., 1, 63–76, 2010
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Figure 6. World map of magnetic meridians and parallels measured in 1825 published in Gotha in 1840 (Berghaus, 1837–1848) (David
Rumsey Map Collection,www.davidrumsey.com, USA; Images copyright© 2000 by Cartography Associates).

3.2 Maps obtained from recently published models

The key question addressed here is the quality of the maps
published by von Humboldt. It is not clear whether the tem-
poral change of the magnetic field was taken into account at
that time or not, as on the three maps the epochs are given as
1827–1831 for declination (Fig. 5), 1790–1830 for intensity
(Fig. 7), but for inclination (Fig. 6) the heading says that all
values have been reduced to 1825. We compare the historical
maps to predictions from the core field modelgufm1, which
goes as far back in time as direct magnetic field measure-
ments allow, covering the time interval from 1590 to 1990,
and which relies on a quite representative data volume (Jack-
son et al., 2000). In order not to include artificial structure
caused by data errors and insufficient data coverage, a reg-
ularization has been applied in the modeling. The result
is a smoother model which shows the minimum amount of
structure necessary to explain the used data. As a conse-
quence, the spatial resolution of this model clearly changes

and improves with time due to increasing amounts of (better)
data. Let us note that in the moderngufm1model the amount
of data covering the early 19th century has been largely in-
creased (Jackson et al., 2003), comparing with data gathered
by von Humboldt.

We checked the amount of change in mappings of the
modeled field characteristics and found it to be insignificant
from 1827 to 1831 (for declination), from 1790 to 1830 (for
intensity) and from 1825 to 1830 (for inclination) at least in
terms of comparison with historical maps. Thus, we give the
modeled maps for intensity, declination and inclination for
the year 1830. The maps are plotted in Figs. 8–10, keeping
Mercator projection used by von Humboldt himself. Let us
discuss these maps (computed in 2010) compared with the
ones published some two centuries ago.

Hist. Geo Space Sci., 1, 63–76, 2010 www.hist-geo-space-sci.net/1/63/2010/
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Figure 7. World map of isodynams of intensity measured in 1790–1830 published in Gotha in 1837. The values are given in relative
“Humboldt units”, magnetic equator is marked with a bold line (Berghaus, 1837–1848) (David Rumsey Map Collection,www.davidrumsey.
com, USA; Images copyright© 2000 by Cartography Associates).

3.2.1 Declination maps

The first observation is linked to the agonic lines (agonic line
names the curve of zero declination). In Alexander von Hum-
boldt’s declination map (Fig. 5) and the one we computed
from thegufm1model (Fig. 8) there are three distinct ago-
nic lines, one circling a region over the Japan Sea, another
crossing European Russia, India, Australia, and the third one
running from the North magnetic pole to south, over the East-
ern part of North America and South America. Let us men-
tion that in the bottom of von Humboldt’s map a legend in
German says that “The negative isogonal curves correspond
to eastern deviation” (“Die negativen Isogonen sind die Kur-
ven gleicher ostlicher Abweichung”) and “The positive isog-
onal curves correspond to western deviation” (“Die positiven
Isogonen sind die Kurven gleicher westlicher Abweichung”).
Indeed, the isoline values on von Humboldt’s map are given

with the opposite sign comparing to the way it is done nowa-
days (Fig. 8). For instance, in both maps the values of decli-
nation over Atlantic and the African continent reach compa-
rable values modulo, around 20◦, but with an opposite sign.
It seems this was a choice to express the magnetic variations
by von Humboldt or Berhaus, the western declination by pos-
itive values and the eastern declination by negative values. It
is clearly seen from von Humboldt’s map that few regions
are characterized by the measurements of a higher precision,
e.g. “22◦,5” in northwest region of Africa.

www.hist-geo-space-sci.net/1/63/2010/ Hist. Geo Space Sci., 1, 63–76, 2010
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Figure 8. World map of isogons for 1830 calculated according togufm1model.

Figure 9. World map of isoclines for 1830 calculated according togufm1model. Magnetic equator is marked with a bold line.

Hist. Geo Space Sci., 1, 63–76, 2010 www.hist-geo-space-sci.net/1/63/2010/
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Figure 10. World map of total intensity for 1830 calculated according togufm1model. Magnetic equator is marked with a bold line.

3.2.2 Inclination maps

Figure 6 indicates “magnetic parallels”, which we consider to
be the magnetic inclination representation. Maps in Figs. 6
and 9 show, with the same detail the existence of the mag-
netic equator. Very nicely, von Humboldt’s map indicates the
knee in the zero curve in the South America region. More-
over, in both maps it is possible to see how well the northern
and southern magnetic regions are delimited.

3.2.3 Total intensity maps

Comparing the maps of total intensity (Figs. 7 and 10), makes
it possible to appreciate the quality of von Humboldt’s map,
at an epoch when measuring this magnetic field compo-
nent was not completely known. Alexander von Humboldt’s
map (Fig. 7) shows isolines expressed in “Humboldt units”
(Hu). Both maps indicate the existence of the South Atlantic
Anomaly, the area where the magnetic field intensity has its
minimum values: the anomaly of 0.9 Hu, which equals to
31 446.9 nT, on Fig. 7 covers nearly the same area as the
anomaly defined by 32 000 nT on Fig. 10. Another remark-
able feature present in von Humboldt’s map and in the one
built using thegufm1model is given by the two lobes of
maxima over the Canada and Siberia. Both maps indicate
these maxima in the same regions, well-defined. The South
magnetic pole region is somehow indicated by the maxima
situated in Antarctica.

3.3 Alexander von Humboldt and the secular variation

We have indicated that von Humboldt became also involved
in the organization of simultaneous widespread magnetic ob-
servations. These kind of simultaneous measurements have
already been made in the middle of the 18th century, by Gra-
ham (in London) or Celsius (Uppsala). Arago, von Hum-
boldt’s friend, began systematic magnetic observations in
Paris in 1814. von Humboldt noted that systematic and
long-term magnetic observations should be done “gleich den
astronomischen, fixe physikalische Observatorien und (wo
möglich) über und unter der Erde, auf isolierten Felsspitzen
und auf kleinen, vom Ozean umflossenen Inseln” – “simi-
lar to the astronomical ones, fixed physical observatories and
(where possible) on and under the Earth, on isolated tips of
rocks and on small islands surrounded by the ocean”.

Late in 1828, when von Humboldt came back to Berlin,
he had a special non-magnetic building. This was realized
in the garden of his friend A. Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (the
famous composer’s father) and operated until and operated
until Mendelssohn-Bartholdy’s death in 1835. During this
period, von Humboldt helped Encke to get financial support
to build the Berlin observatory. A non-magnetic house at the
Berlin Astronomical Observatory was also built, and the in-
stalled instruments were a magnetometer for intensity mea-
surements by Meyerstein, an inclinometer by Gambey, and a
declinometer by Baurmann (Linthe, 2007). This was indeed
a real magnetic observatory, and in order to run it properly
von Humboldt involved other well-known scientists for ob-
servational tasks, such as Encke, Dirichlet, Poggendorff.
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Figure 11. Declination values measured at Berlin observatory (latitude 52◦30′, longitude 13◦23′) founded by Alexander von Humboldt
(bright red circles) and declination values calculated according togufm1model (dark red circles) at latitude 52.5◦, longitude 13.4◦ between
1836.5 and 1865.5. The corresponding time derivative values are plotted as well (blue rhombs for Humboldt’s observations, black rhombs
for gufm1data).

All the declination values measured at the Berlin obser-
vatory from 1836 to 1866 are plotted in Fig. 11. We also
have computed the secular variation, the first time derivative
and plotted it on the same graph. The observations made by
von Humboldt and his successors are of great accuracy. It is
clearly seen from comparison between curves built from ob-
servations made by von Humboldt, Dove, Encke, Dirichlet,
Poggendorff and the curves calculated fromgufm1model:
the difference between observed declination values and cal-
culated ones is around 0.5◦ (Fig. 11). This difference is too
large to be an effect due to crustal biases. Indeed, we es-
timated the crustal biases for all field components recorded
in Niemegk observatory, situated south-west of Berlin at a
distance of about 100 km, and they are less than a few tens
of nT, so the 0.5 degrees in declination between von Hum-
boldt observations and those estimated fromgufm1model
might be linked to a different source. One explanation could
be that the measurement house was built nearby one of the
main buildings of the Astronomical Observatory, affecting in
measurements (however, we have not found a building distri-
bution plan on the observatory area).

The secular variation indicates a change in the tendency
around 1860. This feature could be related to a similar one
observed and discussed for some other declination series. In-
deed, the change of trend in secular variation (known as a
geomagnetic jerk) shown by the historical declination curve
for Munich around 1861 (Korte et al., 2009) is presumably
the one proposed around 1870 based on data from Paris and
four other European locations by Alexandrescu et al. (1997).

4 Conclusions

Alexander von Humboldt is a great figure of the 19th cen-
tury, a century, which saw a huge development in the field
of geomagnetism, after a relatively quiet period. von Hum-
boldt’s lasting legacy has been the organization of a world-
wide cooperation in the gathering of geophysical data with
simultaneous measurements at pre- arranged dates. More-
over, the relative measurements, where he compared the pe-
riod of oscillation of the same dip needle at different loca-
tions, gave some information on the spatial changes of the
total field intensity, and the used units were named after his
name, i.e. 1 Humboldt Unit= 34 941 nT (Barraclough, 1978).

The worldwide geomagnetic observations made by von
Humboldt (via the British Colonial Observatories, the Got-
tingen Magnetic Union, and the Russian chain of observato-
ries) have been valuable ingredients in mapping the Earth’s
magnetic field. In this paper, we have compared von Hum-
boldt’s pioneering efforts on charting declination, inclina-
tion and total intensity and modern well-developed models,
and have found favorable agreement between the two sets of
charts, testifying the quality of von Humboldt’s work.
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